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Sea Boy Roberto
Gianni Bossi

Kristina Stoyanova

Come with Roberto the Sea Boy on a visit it his friends
who live deep in the ocean. You’ll meet turtles,
a tonguefish, and even a giant whale.
Would you like to meet Roberto too?
Inside, he gives you the secret of how to meet him.
Seas all around the world are
in trouble. They need your help.
So does Roberto.
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Our books in this series are aimed at freeing children from the grip
of industrial life and making them truly experience nature, air, soil
and water.

About the Writer
Alex de Kauzo
There is nothing as pleasurable as writing books
for children. It’s the best thing I have ever done in
my life. Their energy and joy uplift my life and are
invaluable to me. It is important to think about and
also to write about soil and seeds. It is precious to
foster the imaginary worlds of children, as they are
the ones who make life worthwhile.
And so, I will continue to write for children.
I devote these texts, which give my life such
meaning, to all the children of the world.
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About the Illustrator
Chaaya Prabhat
Chaaya Prabhat is an independent graphic
designer and illustrator based in Chennai,
India. After getting her M.A. in Graphic Design
from the Savannah College of Art and Design,
Chaaya lived and worked in Hong Kong for two
years as a graphic designer and illustrator. She
has won awards for her portfolio previously
from Adobe and Behance. Her work usually
involves a combination of illustration, design and
hand-lettering which she is passionate about.

Natural Daily Life
Life and Seed
Alex de Kauzo
Illustrated by
Chaaya Prabhat
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-15-2
Publication Date: Jan. 2019

S

eed is the assurance of life and humanity’s future. It is important for children to
recognise the value of seeds, as well the joy of planting and growing them.

Lily grows seeds in the greenhouse she built in the community garden with her
friend Jack. Now, she is teaching all that she knows about seeds to children in the
neighbourhood.
Life and Seed teaches children about the value of seeds, the usefulness of composting,
the benefit of gardening, and the importance of recycling.

Themes
Agriculture • Urban Garden • Education • Sustainability • Life• Recycling
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Sandra Verhoven
&
Joyeeta Neogi

19-7458-03-9

M

any parents want their children to become lawyers or engineers. However,
these days we should encourage a new generation of kids to be more
interested in nature, especially gardening.
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Natural Daily Life
My Garden
Sandra Verhoven
Illustrated by
Joyeeta Neogi

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-03-9
Publication Date: Aug. 2018

N

ona has never worked in a garden before, but she would like to give it a try.
When her parents rent a small plot of land across the street from their house,
Nona and her best friend Toby transform the empty space into a magnificent vegetable
garden.
And Nona’s dream of becoming a farmer comes true!
My Garden shows that modern occupations aren’t the only path to success. Happiness
and achievement can also be found in traditional occupations such as farming and
working the land.
My Garden is a charming story that opens the door to dreams and to a future that
each and every child can enjoy.

Themes
Permaculture • Gardening • Vegetables • Collaboration • Self Action • Career Choice • Hobby
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Detective Joe
Aimi Mizuno

Fabiana Farcas

About the Writer
Aimi Mizuno
I was born in 1975 on a cruise ship in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean. My mother was a teacher who taught
private lessons. Sadly, she lost her life to cancer. My
father used to play the piano. He lost his life in a traffic
accident. They were both great people. They always
motivated me to do only what I wanted to. Throughout
my childhood and my youth, they never forced me to
do anything I did not want to do.
I was fourteen years old when my first story was
published in a literary magazine. Literature in school was
always my favourite course.
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About the Illustrator
Fabiana Farcas
Fabiana Farcas was born in Romania in a very small
town called Arad. Her enthusiasm for drawing
emerged when she was very young, about five
years old. After graduating, she turned her hand to
digital art. Occasionally, she will revisit traditional
methods such as watercolour on paper.
The art Fabiana most loves to create is illustration,
especially if it has a focus on bright colours, the
whimsical, fairies and fairy worlds, children, or
nature. She also loves dogs, cats, ballet, and
travelling.

Natural Daily Life
Detective Joe
Aimi Mizuno
Illustrated by
Fabiana Farcas

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-13-8
Publication Date: Nov. 2018

C

omposting with red worms is easy, even for very young children. Composting
teaches children not to waste, to know the value of what they have, and that
they should not leave food on their plate.
Joe knows the value of worms; many of them live in his compost box. When the
worms’ lives are suddenly endangered, Joe gets help from his friends to save them.
The connection between children and animals is incredible. Children have a way of
understanding and communicating with animals that adults don’t have. Join Joe on his
adventure to save the worms!

Themes
Upcycling • Compost • Permacalture • Red Worms • Mystery • Adventure • Backyard
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Homemade
Homemade Bread
Bread
Miguel Angel Durante
Kristina Stoyanova

458-11-4

T

he magic of the homemade bread is that its smell stays forever in our minds.
Once you smell the freshly baked bread that was taken out of the oven, you can
no longer forget it.
“Now we’ll shape the bread and put it on this
tray,” she said. “After that, we’ll cover it and
leave it to rest for an hour. In the meantime,
you can play in the garden.”
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Natural Daily Life
Homemade Bread
Miguel Angel Durante
Illustrated by
Kristina Stoyanova

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-11-4
Publication Date: Nov. 2018

W

ho doesn’t love sitting down to a tasty meal at the end of the day?

When two young friends get together in the kitchen, they make a loaf of yummy sour
yeast bread and tea time turns into wonderful family fun!
Children love spending time with their parents and cooking healthy food is a wonderful
way to spend quality time together.
Would you like to make sour yeast bread with your child?
While Dixi Books prepares ecological books for children, they are also motivating
adults to spend time with their children.

Themes
Local Seed • Healthy Life • Probiotic Food • Homeschooling • Neighbour Relations
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Ralph Weder

Virginia Elena Patrone

0-4

About the Writer
Ralph Weder
Ralph Weder was born in Berlin. He completed his
primary education in a forest school where he was
introduced to the basic principles of ecology such as
compost, mulch, and permaculture. Following university,
he worked as a teacher in several different schools.
His main issue during his time as a teacher was the lack
of quality books available to introduce to his students.
Finally, he took a pen to his hand and a piece of paper
and started to write children’s books himself. Interactive
learning, events in nature, and inviting everybody into
ecological activities, constituted the orbit of life.
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About the Illustrator
Virginia Elena Patrone
Virginia Elena Patrone was born in Italy in 1985.
An artist, author and illustrator, her works have
been presented in various museums and galleries
throughout Italy. She has lived in multiple countries,
but now resides in a village in Anatolia. Her interests
include the political food approach, and sustainable
and traditional architecture techniques – which she
has written a book about. Her articles on matriarchal
societies and philosophy have also been published in
numerous Italian magazines. She writes and illustrates
books based on the present unknown and uncommon
perspectives of life.

Natural Daily Life
Ecological
Community
Ralph Weder
Illustrated by
Virginia Elena Patrone
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619- 90997-0-4
Publication Date: May 2018

T

he Ecological Community enables your children to become aware of their
capability and their power to produce solutions to the problems they face ranging
from the lack of a volleyball field in the neighbourhood to climate change.
Neighbourhood friends Sophia, Jack, Lily, Nick, Mila, Leo and Nora work together
to build an ecological café by paying attention to every living thing in their community.
They sometimes seek help from their neighbours, sometimes from the fire fighters or
the police station or chat with the elderly people around and by this way they learn,
grow, share and collect the money required to reach their goal of opening a café by
helping each other and working together. The book refers to ecological fundamentals
such as natural food, recycling, composting, and saving, and it also enables the children
to produce their own solutions and ideas by making them a part of the process.

Themes
Permacalture • Ecology • Friendship • Collaboration • Self Action • Street Activity
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Bahar Sener &
Samantha McLelland

T

he protection of seeds is no longer the sole responsibility of farmers. Children, as
well as their teachers, should join and help them in their efforts to preserve the
environment. In this book, children learn about the value and importance of seeds.
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Natural Daily Life
September
2019

Seed Ball
Bahar Sener
Illustrated by
Samantha McLelland

225 x 225 mm
20 Pages - 10 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-60-2

N

owadays, in almost all schools children are being taught about the importance
of seeds. They know that seeds carry life. Seed festivals are organized in various
places in the spring.
Children learn about different types of seeds and how to differentiate them. They
even learn how to plant them in pots in their backyards.
In this beautiful book, children will learn how to make seed balls using the seeds of
different fruits and vegetables.
Seed ball is a unique gift from the acclaimed Japanese figure in organic farming, Fukuoka.

Themes
Permacalture • Environment • Sustainability • Activity • Gardening • Agriculture
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Lessons on environment and sustainability have already become a part
of curricula in different schools, including kindergartens. We are living
in a time where water, land and air are extremely polluted. It is time
to start restoring and protecting nature. For this reason, children need
promising stories.

Sea Boy Roberto
Gianni Bossi

Kristina Stoyanova

7-7

About the Writer
Gianni Bossi
Gianni Bossi was born in a small Italian sea-side
town in 1978, where he learned the art of fishing
from his father. An amateur fisherman, his father
instilled in him a love of the sea. From his mother he
learned how to play the piano. Gianni began to take
an interest in environmental issues when studying at
university in Bologna. After completing his Master’s
Degree, he decided he would write books for
children. His books often include stories about the
sea. Currently living in the United States, Bossi is
married with four children.
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About the Illustrator
Kristina Stoyanova
Kristina Stoyanova was born in Sofia, Bulgaria,
where she graduated from the National Art
Academy After several years working as a graphic
designer in advertising agencies, she is now working
exclusively as an illustrator.
Her art is inspired by fairy tales and the stories she
creates. She also likes to add a pinch of humour to
them.

Care for Nature
Sea Boy Roberto
Gianni Bossi
Illustrated by
Kristina Stoyanova

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-07-7
Publication Date: Dec. 2018

C

A

ome with Roberto the Sea Boy
on a visit with his friends who live
deep in the ocean. You’ll meet turtles,
a tonguefish, and even a giant whale.

ll children love to swim. The sea
is a great place to play games,
and it is hard to get bored if you swim
for hours, even for days. We have
to keep our seas clean if we want to
continue having fun there. Currently,
all the seas in the world, including the
creatures inhabiting in them, are in
danger.

Would you like to meet Roberto too?
Inside, he gives you the secret of how
to meet him.
Seas all around the world are in
trouble. They need your help. So
does Roberto.

This book is an entertaining and
informative guide to the seas for all
primary school children.

Themes
Climate Change • Sea World • Sea Pollution • Environment • Sea Creatures
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Sunfish and Moonlight

Lisa Aarden

S

Oksana Bula

unfish and Moonlight has received great praise from various publishers. The story
is quite original for children’s books, as it touches on immigration. The illustrations,
which bring together the oceans and the sky, are very charming and will definitely
attract your attention.
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Care for Nature
Sunfish And
Moonlight
Lisa Aarden
Illustrated by
Oksana Bula

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-01-5
Publication Date: Oct. 2018

S

unfish and Moonlight are two big-hearted sea creatures who love each other and who
want to have a family. But the water where they live is too warm and they cannot spawn
their babies. They decide to leave their home and go on an extraordinary adventure to a
place where the water is colder. Straight from the tales told by Sunfish’s mother, the North
Star becomes their compass on a journey where they not only fight with hostile fish but
escape from humans hunting them from big ships. Despite ongoing concerns about the seas’
rising temperatures, they avoid all dangers and eventually spawn a family of many babies.
Explaining global climate change to young children is by far one of the most challenging tasks
an adult can face. A contemporary fable of love and adventure for young children, Sunfish
and Moonlight creates awareness of global warming and its effects on the environment. The
environmental message in Sunfish and Moonlight is funny and powerful, yet simple enough
to engage children and trigger their curiosity to investigate more on global warming. Children
instantly connect with the innocent quest of Sunfish and Moonlight and enjoy watching them
work through this problem and solve it in their own way.

Themes
Climate Change • Sea World • Family • Immigration • Ocean • Fish
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About the Writer and the Illustrator
Arianna Milesi
Born in Bergamo, Italy in 1982, Arianna graduated from Byzantine Art and Visual Arts in Milan.
She often uses paper, wood, fabric, threads, and living organisms in her drawings and interactive
installations. She loves light and suspended atmospheres where well established concepts can be
explored freely, even through unconscious associations. Her predilection for the art of drawing
did not prevent her from expanding her interests and developing her skills to include music and
literature into her works.

This fantastic story is about the
adventurous journey of two different
creatures from two different species.
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Care for Nature
August
2019

Joombetto &
Matilda
Written and Illustrated by

Arianna Milesi
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 14 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-45-9

O

ur children are very familiar with animal stories, but these classic fairy tales implant
so many prejudices in our children. Let’s knock down these prejudices together.

Animals live in a world that is free of these thoughts. Now, in our story, a flamingo and a
frog are cousins. Isn’t that beautiful?
We are setting off on a journey of extraordinary animal friendships. The new century
needs new fairy tales because change is everywhere.
Our main goal is to make reading a fun activity. Helping us to achieve this goal are
the wonderful animals in our books, and you, our readers’ parents. Together, we can
tell stories that teach our children far more than can be found in a book that is strictly
educational. Children like reading the same book again and again. At Dixi Books, we
publishing stories that you will also enjoy reading again. Every time you turn a page, new
discoveries are there to be made.

Themes
Flying • Cousin • Climate Change • Lake • Reconstruction • Animal Friendship
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About the Writer
Azize Arslan
Azize Arslan was born in Istanbul in 1979.
She graduated from the Department of Child
Development and Preschool Education at Marmara
University. Azize has an extensive career in teaching
and has been a volunteer at the Educational Volunteers
Foundation of Turkey for 20 years. She now works
as a school principal, a play therapist and is also
involved in the project called “Improvisation with
Tales”. In addition to teaching, Azize has a passion for
photography and participated in different exhibitions.
She is married and has a son.
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About the Illustrator
Rich Fisk
Rich is a part time Illustrator who enjoys producing
child friendly, colourful artwork for a wide range of
commissions & childrens books.
Born near to Kingston upon Hull, East Yorkshire, UK,
Rich fell in to engineering when he left school & is a
very successful CAD Engineer, but his real passion is
setting his mind free & being creative using his digital
drawing pad.

Care for Nature
The Diver
Azize Arslan
Illustrated by
Rich Fisk

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-70-1

December
2019

T

his story is about a little kid, a diver, who can talk to fish and understand them. At
Dixi Books, it is very common that a child talks with sea creatures.

Another interesting thing about this book is that it brings different time periods together.
In this way, the mind of the reader works like a time-machine, jumping from one period
to another.
The fish, with whom our little diver becomes friends, invites him to a museum. He
triggers the diver’s interest and encourages him to go there. The story touches upon
curiosity and exploration.
Children, as well as adults, love seas. For this reason, this book can be an interesting
read for everyone. Who knows, maybe adults will also go to museums after reading this
book.

Themes
Sea • Museum • Time • Friendship • Miracle • Flashback
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Little Yellow Fish

Julia Atchison

T

Arianna Milesi

his story was written to make children curious about the sea and the fish. It is as
interesting as the sea itself.
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Care for Nature
Little Yellow Fish
Julia Atchison

November
2019

Illustrated by
Arianna Milesi
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-82-4

R

ocks are clean if the seas are clean. The sky is clear if the rocks are clean. Everything
is interconnected. If one element of the ecosystem becomes clean, the whole world
will be healed.
When a fisherman throws his fishing net deep in the sea, he is not aware of the damage
he causes to the sea and sea creatures. Unfortunately, some of them prefer not to know.
Many sea creatures need our help. We have to acknowledge it and inform our children
about it, so that in the future they will contribute to the healing of both the seas and the
environment.

Themes
Sea • Fishery • Pollution • Diversity • Solidarity • Environment
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The Pelican’s Picnic
Julia Atchison

T

Arianna Milesi

his is a story about friendship, which appeared in a very interesting way. While
the boy and his mother are having a picnic and just enjoying a sunny day on the
beach, one stubborn and hungry pelican approaches them and starts eating their
cake. This story proves once again that we are not the owners of animals, we are
their friends.
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Care for Nature
The Pelican’s
Picnic
Julia Atchison
Illustrated by
Arianna Milesi
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-80-0

September
2019

I

ndependent studies conducted by countless civil society organizations around the
world have shown that everything in our world, from the depths of our oceans to
polar glaciers, is filled with microplastics. It is not enough to tell our children to stop
using plastic. We should encourage them not to use plastic by evoking their empathy
towards living creatures through stories. We, as a publisher, are taking this initiative. The
translation of the Pelican’s Picnic in different languages gives us hope that our seas and
glaciers will finally get rid of microplastics. This story is much more than it seems.

Themes
Environment • Sea Pollution • Plastic • Friendship • Animals
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In order for children to find their place in this world, they need to realize
their abilities as well as inabilities. The main aim of our books in this
series is to raise awareness among children.

woodpeckers
cooperative
Julie Anderson
Giulia Orsetti

About the Writer
Julie Anderson
Julie Anderson is the oldest of 7 children and has
always loved writing and poetry. She recalls her
mother being concerned that she read so much, she
never came out of her room.
As a youth worker for children with special needs,
Julie has been around children her whole life. She
really enjoys entertaining them with her silly rhymes
and made up stories. Julie has 3 daughters which have
inspired her to publish books for younger children.
She is now in demand as a speaker in many schools
nationally. She loves to combine those presentations
with music and dance, her two favourite hobbies.
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About the Illustrator
Giulia Orsetti
Giulia Orsetti was born in Rome, Italy in 1994. Ever
since she was a child, she’s had a passion for drawing
that, growing up, has become increasingly important.
She attended Istituto Statale d’Arte Roma where
she graduated with a specialization in architecture.
Afterwards, she enrolled in the Scuola Romana dei
Fumetti where she studied the techniques of comics,
illustration, painting, and digital colouring. She is
a freelance illustrator, colourist, and comic artist.
Moreover, she loves Japan, tiramisu, writing stories
inspired by her dreams, and reading books.

Character Education
April
2019

Woodpeckers
Cooperative
Julie Anderson
Illustrated by
Giulia Orsetti
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-35-0

H

ow is it possible for a tiny little bird to peck a hole in the trunk of a huge tree? With
ten hits per second, and force 100 times stronger than gravity, woodpeckers are
one of the most interesting and inspiring members of the bird kingdom. They use their
magnificent beaks and amazing strength to hammer holes in trees -and that’s where
they make their nests. Woodpecker couples are a great example of solidarity. Males and
females work together to build a nest and gather food, and males share in the duty of
sitting on their eggs. They provide us with an opportunity to rethink all that is around us.
In this new century, libraries are full of books containing new ideas and the embracing
value of solidarity. The Woodpeckers Cooperative is a modern fairy tale about the
danger of failing to prepare for winter - as well as the importance of community and
cooperation. A good children’s story should catch a child’s full attention. At Dixi Books,
capturing a child’s imagination is our priority and our promise.

Themes
Hunger • Birds • Cooperation • Sun Travel • Confidence • Community • Problem Solving
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A

ll three books of our Woodpecker series will be published in 2019. Volunteer Woodpeckers is a heart-warming story about solidarity, sharing and support
among animals. It inspires children to give a helping hand to a friend in need.
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Character Education
Volunteer
Woodpeckers
Julie Anderson

June
2019

Illustrated by
Giulia Orsetti
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-39-8

B

irds live in this world right alongside us, but often we don’t see them. We might
know the names of a few species, but that’s it. They’re not cats or dogs; we know
their names well. But how many of us know birds just as well?
For children, flying is a miracle unique to birds. Children are curious about our winged
friends, the way they fly, sometimes over extraordinary distances, the way they eat, build
their nests, and raise their young.
In this second book of our Woodpecker series, our woodpecker friends teach us the
meaning of solidarity. We see how they build a cooperative, a food store built for the
purpose of sharing food with those who need it. We learn that it is possible to establish a
united community deep in the mysterious world of the forest. Beyond the birds’ squeaks
and squawks, Volunteer Woodpeckers takes place in a different space and shares with
children a sense of joy and wonder that adults might never comprehend.

Themes
Unity • Fun • Friendship • Biodiversity • Effort • Helpfulness • Nature
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the lake of the
woodpeckers
Julie Anderson
Giulia Orsetti

I

s Is there any form of activism as effective as birds’ singing? Sounds weird, right? But
in this book, you will witness the story of the birds who decide to reunite and resist
the invasion of their habitat through singing.
The Lake of the Woodpeckers is a story of solidarity and resistance. You will be
inspired by the story and fascinated by its illustrations.
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Character Education
The Lake of the
Woodpeckers
Julie Anderson

July
2019

Illustrated by
Giulia Orsetti
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-56-5

A

ll the lakes of the world are drying up. A direct result of human dereliction, lakes and
waterways on every continent are disappearing at unprecedented speed. These
waterways are our future, yet they continue to evaporate before our very eyes. If the
climate crisis is not arrested, our planet will wither and die. Despite this grim possibility,
there is no need to spread fear in the hearts and minds of our children. Rather, we must
build hope for the future - for their future.
In this third book of our Woodpecker series, our bird heroes uphold this sense of hope
as they band together for the sake of a magnificent lake hidden deep in the forest. They
show us that where there is unity, there is power. And we can’t help but smile when they
triumph and the lake is saved.
Neither avatars nor wishful thinking will save our planet. We need to educate our children
and ensure they understand the steps they can and must take in caring for the world.

Themes
Struggle • Sound • Jungle • Concrete Buildings • Nature • Solidarity
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The Girl With Antlers
Julie Anderson
Jimmy Ramirez

The Girl With Antlers-cover.indd 1

03.07.2018 17:40:56

H

ave you ever seen a girl with antlers? One day Emma wakes up and discovers
that she has bumps on her head which will soon grow into antlers. Well, now
she has to learn how to live with them. This story teaches us to accept our differences
and be more kind and compassionate towards others.

Then one morning her grandfather
was at the door ringing the bell.
He came inside and hung his hat
on Emma’s antlers. He said ‘How
cool are these antlers! They are so
handy as hangers’.
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Character Education
The Girl With
Antlers
Julie Anderson
Illustrated by
Jimmy Ramirez
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-90997-9-7
Publication Date: July 2018

W

hat is the one thing you least expect to experience when you wake up in the
morning? Waking up on the kitchen table? Waking up to find out that you wetted
your bed? No, no! Emma’s situation is a little different. One morning, Emma wakes up to
find that something unimaginable has happened to her. There are bumps on both sides
of her head, and soon they grow into antlers like seeds growing into a plant! She needs
to find out how this difference will make her “cooler.”
The Girl with Antlers is the story of a child who faces the thing that makes her different
and comes to accept it. At first, Emma won’t leave the house because of the antlers
that have grown on her head. However, her grandpa’s wise words make her change
her mind. This is a story that makes us question what is “normal” and tells us how our
differences can transform us into more colourful and compassionate people.

Themes
Diversity • Differences • School • Family • Helpfulness
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About the Writer
Cecilia Gimenez
La Fada Despistada (the fair-minded fairy) is the
character created by Cecilia Giménez, a singer and
songwriter who was born in Argentina but has resided
in Spain since 2001. A Fairy since 2007, La Fada
composes and plays songs to help children fall asleep
and enjoy pleasant dreams. La Fada and her musicians
have performed in Catalonia, Argentina, and the
Balearic Islands.
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About the Illustrator
Rosa Mascaró
Rosa Mascaró was born in the city, but now lives in a
beloved village called Sineu where everybody knows
her as Rous. Rosa loves the small details in everyday
things. She’s interested in the delicacy of artisanal
techniques of chalcography, screen printing, and
engraving. As an illustrator and artist, she combines
design projects, editorials and graphic works with
the management of her home, Casa Inundate. If you
suddenly hear her singing, it’s because she’s creating
something!

Character Education
Fluffy’s Magic
Cecilia Giménez
Illustrated by
Rosa Mascaró

210 x 150 mm
20 Pages - 9 Illustrations
Publication Date: March 2019
ISBN:978-619-7458-33-6

A

man notices a crow and a seagull flying together as friends. He is surprised because
these two birds happen to be enemies. When he looks more carefully, he realizes
that both birds are lame.
Like us, our children are smart, clever, and creative. However, they also have habits or
behaviours they don’t like. A child’s odd behaviour is not a defect, but rather something
to address and modify.
The fairy and the cloud experience this in our story. Though the fairy cannot sing and the
cloud is getting smaller and smaller, their friendship will get them through their troubles.
With their out-of-the-box children’s story, our Catalan author and illustrator present a gift
of extraordinary colours to the children of the world.

Themes
Fairy • Cloud • Friendship • Music • Sky • Magic
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A Rat’s Tale

Michael Trott

Cherry Smith

A rats tale-n-Cover.indd 1

05.09.2018 13:32:24

About the Writer
Michael Trott
Michael Trott was born and raised in Melbourne,
Australia. Michael has always loved the written word.
He has a Bachelor degree in Writing and Publishing,
and is currently studying for an MA in Creative Writing.
He recently completed his first novella and is already
working on his next project. His interests include
martial arts, painting, and animals. His favourite animal
is his beloved tortoiseshell cat, Tiger Lilly.

Lisa waits for a long time then finally
sneaks a peek. The cat is gone!
She sneaks out from behind the garbage
can and hurries back towards the hole in the
wall. “Wait!” the cat cries. “Wait!”
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About the Illustrator
Cherry Smith
Born in Melbourne, Australia, Cherry Smith is a
digital artist who specialises in works for children.
She’s inspired by folk tales, urban legends, hedge
mazes, and knights in shining armour. She longs to
visit Germany and to learn how to play the piano.

Character Education
A Rat’s Tale
Michael Trott
Illustrated by
Cherry Smith

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
Publication Date: Oct. 2018
ISBN: 978-619-7458-17-6

O

h, no! That nasty cat has chased Lisa out of the alley! Will Lisa be able to find her
way home? Maybe all she needs is some help from a new friend. Meanwhile, her
sister Hannah is home alone with the cat just outside her door. Finding her courage is the
only way she’ll learn why the cat bothers them so.
This charming story highlights the dangers of judging others by their appearance and
underscores the value of family and friends.

Themes
Cat • Bat • Fear • Friendship • Hunger • Family
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YOUNG

WOLF

Damon Müller
&
Lena Pokaleva

T

his book has very beautiful, eye-catching illustrations that when you look at them,
it seems that they are three-dimensional. This, in turn, will help you to experience the story to the fullest.
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Character Education
Young Wolf
Damon Müller
Illustrated by
Lena Pokaleva

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-05-3
Publication Date: Sept. 2018

I

n fairy tales, it’s usually easy to guess what animals will do, or who they will befriend.
But this fairy tale is different.

A young wolf decides to leave the pack, the only home she has ever known. She wants
to leave so badly, but how will she manage on her own? The adventurous young wolf
has positive experiences as well as negative ones, but she never loses heart. As she
navigates her new life, she discovers the graces of the forest, and makes friends with
other unexpected animals.
The best part of Young Wolf is that its ending is another beginning. It is our hope that
children will continue the story with ideas of their own, which can be written in a special
reserved section at the end of the Teacning Materials.
Let us see how the story continues…

Themes
Leaving the Pack • Independence • Freedom • Friends • Forest • Courage
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About the Writer
Nadia L. King
Nadia was born in Dublin, Ireland and now calls
Australia home. Nadia believes in the power of stories.
She believes that stories can change the world for
the better. When she was a little girl, Nadia rode an
ostrich. When she was older, she rode a camel. One
day she hopes to ride an elephant! “Claire Malone
Changes the World” is Nadia’s second book. Nadia
also writes short stories for adults and is currently a
postgraduate student in English and Creative Writing.
She lives in Western Australia with her family, two
tabby cats, a beautiful black Labrador and a vast (and
growing) collection of books.
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About the Illustrator
Alisa Knatko
Alisa Knatko was born in St. Petersburg, Russia. From
her earliest childhood she was passionate about
drawing. Having worked in academic art, digital design,
advertising and even web design, Alisa found her
ideal field in freelance illustration. Her style is a mixed
technique that includes balanced composition, graphic
appeal of lines, expressive poses and minimalistic color
scheme with random patterns and textures. Alisa
gets her inspiration from the beautiful city of SaintPetersburg, her two little kids, ballet dancing and just
sitting in a local coffee shop, contemplating people
passing by.

Character Education
Claire Malone
Changes The
World
Nadia L. King

November
2019

Illustrated by
Alisa Knatko
225 x 225 mm - Hardcover
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-79-4

W

hen Greta Thunberg decided to go on school strike in Sweden in 2018, no one
could imagine that this small action would become such a huge movement and
create such an impact. So far, 1.5 million students from 148 countries have joined the
movement, creating the biggest climate action that has ever been taken in this world.
The story of Claire Malone, a little schoolgirl, was written before Greta had started this
revolutionary movement. Claire is a student who notices the bad state of the children’s
park in her neighbourhood and who decides to take action. She writes letters to different
authorities to solve the problem and tries to influence the future in a positive way. Like
Greta, she becomes successful. Children love stories full of hopes and with happy
endings. But it is necessary to show them that one should work, resist and be in solidarity
with others in order to reach this happy ending. All the children in this world, including
Greta and Claire, are the owners of the future. Hence, we have to encourage them to
take action. This is one of the main responsibilities of teachers and publishers as well.

Themes
Taking Action • Children’s Park • Activism • Deep Thinking • Writing
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I

t is a well-known fact in the publishing industry that schools have special interest in
unique adventure stories. School Adventures is a fascinating book with high-quality
illustrations, which will lead you to the world you’ve never been before. You will read
it in one breath.
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Character Education
School Adventures
Martine Lambert

November
2019

Illustrated by
Joseph Witchall

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-62-6

T

his adventure book is about two school buddies who find a strange door in the
basement of their school, which then turns out to be a door to another world. This
fantastic world is full of trees who can speak, run and who chase these naughty kids.
Within a short time, something bizarre happens to kids as well; in this world, they have
tails, trunks and even donkey ears!
School Adventures is the first book of this series. In 2019, two more books will be
published. The most distinctive quality of the series is that the story in each book is
different, which makes it very interesting to read.

Themes
Mystery • Fantasy • Quantum • Parallel Universe • Running • Magic • Adventure
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History changes depending on the time frame we look at. History is just
like architecture; we need it to build our future. Our books in
history and architecture series are designed to attract children’s
curiosity to these areas.

Edu

and the Best House Ever
Pablo Amor, Cristina Llorente
& Gerard Armengol

1

About the Writer
Pablo Amor and Cristina Llorente
Pablo Amor and Cristina Llorente are both architects
and directors of Arquitectives in Spain.
They work in the dissemination of architecture
and built environment as essential issues for the
development of the cities and their citizens. Their
projects and educational programmes are aimed to
give children another point of view of the world,
a knowledge of the environment through stimulus
that foster their creativity, their observation and the
development of a critical view.
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Spanish
translation
available

About the Illustrator
Gerard Armengol
Gerard Armengol has BA in Illustration and Design.
He is multifaceted artist and researcher who has
developed personal aesthetic discourse in various
artistic disciplines.
His work covers a wide artistic spectrum from the
plastic world (logos, posters, music albums covers,
paintings, collages, installations and illustrations).

History&Architecture
Edu and the
Best House Ever
Pablo Amor &
Cristina Llorente
Illustrated by
Gerard Armengol
225 x 225 mm
28 Pages -18 Illustrations
Publication Date: December 2018
ISBN: 978-619-7458-43-5

E

du is eight years old, four feet tall and weighs 53 pounds. Like most other children,
he loves chocolate bread, climbing trees and stopping by his famous candy store for
the great smell.
Edu does not like pepper, or cola, or the sound of flies crashing against the window of
his bedroom. He is restless, a dreamer, intrepid, energetic, a little impatient and very,
very magical. Edu usually plays inside the house. Every day, after lunch, he dismantles the
kitchen chairs to build very complicated structures, which he covers with tablecloths that
turn them into castles, skyscrapers or houses with a garden.
Because Edu, above all, wants to be an architect. That is why he sets out to investigate
in past times, to help him discover the keys to good design. A search that will take us to
know the landmarks of architecture, while immersing us in the challenge of finding the
best house in the world.

Themes
Architecture • Houses • History of Architecture • Different Cultures • Countries
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Acila and Holy Puma
Save the Temple
Melissa Salvarani

Julie Anderson

1

About the Writer
Julie Anderson
Julie Anderson is the oldest of 7 children and has
always loved writing and poetry. She recalls her
mother being concerned that she read so much, she
never came out of her room.
As a youth worker for children with special needs,
Julie has been around children her whole life. She
really enjoys entertaining them with her silly rhymes
and made up stories. Julie has 3 daughters which have
inspired her to publish books for younger children.
She is now in demand as a speaker in many schools
nationally. She loves to combine those presentations
with music and dance, her two favourite hobbies.
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About the Illustrator
Melissa Salvarani
Melissa Salvarani is an Italian illustrator who lives in
Madrid. She was 5 years old when they gave her the
first package of crayons and from that moment she
always designed. She loves the colours, all the possible
shades, the collage, the material and irregular surfaces.
She studied art and graphics and graduated in editorial
illustration at the IED in Milan. She has always
prospered at the intersection of creativity, fashion,
and technology. In 2010 she created the BonbonsLab
brand, whose purpose is to recover old furnishing
accessories that are made unique with tailor care,
giving it new life; recycling is as important as respect
for the environment. She resumed illustrating full time
from 2017, when she moved to Madrid. This colourful
and lively city is a continuous source of inspiration.
Illustrating books for children is a source of joy for
her, each story is the creation of a magical world to
illustrate.

History&Architecture
Acila and Holy Puma
Save the Temple
Julie Anderson

October
2019

Illustrated by
Melissa Salvarani

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-74-9

T

he Inca civilization is an ancient culture whose disappearance is a source of sadness
for everyone with a conscience. The amazing cities they built on majestic mountains,
the pumas they held as holy, their gold and all other sources of wealth, were sadly swept
away from the stage of history.
However, our story turns back the hands of time to go on an adventure with Acila, the
tenacious young daughter of the city’s greatest architect. When everyone turns a deaf
ear to her, she does what all other successful people do: she thinks carefully, applies
reason, then takes action.
The happy ending occurs deep in the woods - Acila is so proud, her smile beams.
Dixi Books’ Architecture Series presents beautiful stories that encourage children to get
excited about history and to learn about historical artifacts.
Read one or read them all. You never know what is there to be discovered!

Themes
Inca • Forest • Wild Animals • Adventure • Different Cultures • Gold • Girl Power
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Hanging Gardens of
Babylon
Julie Anderson
Melissa Salvarani

T

he Hanging Gardens of Babylon is one of the seven wonders of the ancient
world. This story will inspire children to grow plants in the backyard of their
houses and collect flowerpots in their balconies.
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History&Architecture
November
2019

Hanging Gardens
of Babylon
Julie Anderson
Illustrated by
Melissa Salvarani

225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-69-5

L

osing touch with nature can cause unhappiness and anxiety. We feel this deep inside
whenever we stop rushing and take a breath.

We are not alone…
In ancient Babylon, the queen feels the same disconnection with nature. Sensing his
wife’s melancholy the king wants to cheer her and so starts an incredible project: the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon. However, the key to the king’s dream lies in the hands
of a small girl whose father is the greatest architect in all of Babylon. It’s up to her to
convince her father to help the king achieve his dream of building the greatest garden
the world has even seen.
The Architecture Series by Dixi Books opens the pages of history. This fun and
enlightening story draws young readers into the past while never losing sight of the
present. After all, all story is born from history.

Themes
Ancient Time • Antiquity • Creativity • Mystery • Architecture • History • Girl Power
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The Lighthouse
of Alexandria
Julie Anderson
Melissa Salvarani

AlexandriaLight.indd 1

4 Eki 2018 13:11:27

A

lexandria is one of the most important cities in the world’s history. The lighthouse
of Alexandria is one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. This story is told
through the eyes of the fiction daughter of the lighthouse’s architect, and they together
know answers to some mysterious questions.
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History&Architecture
The Lighthouse of
Alexandria
Julie Anderson

December
2019

Illustrated by
Melissa Salvarani
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-65-7

T

he Lighthouse of Alexandria, the new addition to Dixi Books’ Architecture Series,
looks at the creation of this spectacular Wonder of the World from an entirely new
perspective - through the eyes of a small child. The fictional daughter of the architect
who built the great Lighthouse of Alexandria, Hypatia introduces readers to her father
and his unbounded genius.
Hypatia serves as a beacon of light for those who seek knowledge about the ancient
world, as well as a cornerstone for the ongoing conversation about the importance of
women in history and their role upon history’s stage.
A story that instills self-confidence, the Lighthouse of Alexandria is as fascinating as it is
captivating!

Themes
Invention • Creativity • Architecture • Ancient Time • Girl Power
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Now, most of the world’s population live in cities. For this reason, people
are disconnected both from nature and animals. In this series, we want to
introduce animals and children to each other.

H

ave you ever wondered about how a cat in your house or a dog in your street
eats food?
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Animals Life
What Do
Animals Eat?
Damon Müller
Illustrated by
Joyeeta Neogi
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 18 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-90997-2-8
Publication Date: June 2018

C

hildren love animals. Some things about them seem familiar; other things seem
remarkably different. Infinitely curious, children are always inquisitive about that
which is different from themselves. The desire to determine their limits is an influential
factor in the emergence of this curiosity.
This book fosters childrens’ curiosity about the animal world and equips them with new
information about how animals feed. With Damon Müller’s writing and Joyeeta Neogi’s
illustrations, your child can begin to explore the captivating world of animals.

Themes
Food • Animal World • Forest • Sea • Sky • Nonfiction • Wild Life
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T

his is a book about the animals that you rarely see on television or books in the
libraries. There is a colourful diversity in the animal kingdom.
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Animals Life
‘Why Are
Some Animals
Less Popular?’
Damon Müller

October
2019

Illustrated by
Joyeeta Neogi
225 x 225 mm
32 Pages - 15 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-53-4

‘W

hy Are Some Animals Less Popular?’ is the second book of our animal series
where we enjoy the surprises of the animal kingdom with our children.

Fun, not boring. It’s captivating, intriguing and more importantly, full of surprises. Why?
Because we are so sick and tired of listening to the same old animal stories for years. It
is a huge world! There are so many animals that live on the land, in the air, and in water.
Come and let’s meet with the less popular animals through the second book of our
series. Yet more, let’s make their models, take them to school, listen to their amazing
sounds and mesmerize with the wonders of the world, look at them with love!

Themes
Forest • Curiosity • Wildlife • Popular Culture • Differences • Nonfiction • Discovery
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About the Writer and the Illustrator
Alex Nguyen
Alex Nguyen lives with her family and two wonderful cats in Hanoi, Vietnam. Having worked as
a traditional medicine doctor and a restaurant manager, Alex decided to focus on her childhood’s
passion, drawing. In addition to making illustrations and working in graphic design, she creates
children’s picture books inspired by her childhood memories.
Alex loves children, nature, animals and outside activities. She especially loves to write about and
illustrate friendship between children and animals, the way they play with each other and have fun.
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Animals Life
What Does
Coconut Not Like?
Written and Illustrated by

Alex Nguyen
225 x 225 mm
28 Pages - 17 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-73-2

October
2019

C

oconut is a very unique cat. Not only because of his indifferent face expression or
his shining brownish hair, but also the way he loves Katie, his best “hooman” friend
in the world. Katie takes Coconut with her wherever she goes, and they do so many
interesting things together. Coconut is always by her side even though he doesn’t like
some of the activities. Yes, he is a very picky cat. Are you ready to dive into Coconut’s
world and to find out what he and Katie do together? Then open the book and become
a part of their careless and happy world!

Themes
Friendship • Love for Animals • Play • Free Time • Love
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Dixi Books sets out to be the voice of the new age. In its literary
works, Dixi tries to present beautiful, entertaining and informative
stories to children so that in this digital age they become more
interested in books rather than in white screens.

About the Writer and Illustrator
Ruya Aygunes
The Adventures of Nina and the Radio is Ruya Aygunes’s first book. At nine years old, she not only
wrote the text but illustrated it too! Ruya is passionate about radio. Radio doesn’t rely on visual
images to a paint picture for us. Rather, it relies on sound – voices, music, sound effects, and even
silence, to tell a story. It is this interweaving of sound, narrative, and imagination that prompts us to
construct our own images in our mind. It is this magical confluence which sets the listener free. This
is why radio is Ruya’s passion. For her, radio is hope, joy, and ultimately, the story’s noble saviour.
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Literature
The Adventures of
Nina and the Radio

December
2019

Written and Illustrated by

Ruya Aygunes
225 x 225 mm
40 Pages - 18 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-27-5

H

ave you ever seen a friendship built between a triangle shaped girl and a magical
radio? Well, get ready now to be a part of their journey of inspiration! Deep into
the story, you end up in such wondrous places like a sky kingdom or a restaurant not
accepting money or even in the middle of the sea. Tough times await for them in the sky
kingdom, but they find a way out together. If you have the courage, come and join them
on their journey!
The Adventures of Nina and the Radio is not an ordinary story. As the young author
Ruya listens to the radio, she puts pen to paper and writes down and draws the stories
in her dream world. Her vision fascinates children and triggers them to create their own
stories.

Themes
Magic • Fantasy • Media • Friendship • Art • Adventure
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Nicole Crabtree
Alice Mae

About the Writer
Nicole Crabtree
Nicole Crabtree is an independent consultant and
nutritional therapist specializing in nourishing body and
soul. Her love for travel and belief that food speaks
across cultures inspired her to start Foodmood.
crabtree where she records her travel stories, recipes,
and connects with people all over the world. The
Bunny Chronicles started as the travel section of the
blog, and when Nicole’s niece Annabeth came into the
world, it became a series of children’s books. Nicole
hopes to be a part of Annabeth’s childhood through
reading, writing, and sharing theadventures of Bunny
and Bearli, the furry avatars of Nicole and
her husband Claudio.
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About the Illustrator
Alice Mae
Alice Mae, a young lady born in
Switzerland, has already since very young
picked up the colored pencils to draw.
Growing up to study and become a video
editor, dreams of illustrating never really
dwindled.
At the age of 25, a dear friend asked her if
she wanted to illustrate a children’s book
she was writing for her niece. She agreed
with pleasure and they had a terrific time
creating, and Bunny Chronicles is her first
(not last), published illustration came to be.

Literature
The Bunny
Chronicles
Nicole Crabtree
Illustrated by
Alice Mae
225 x 225 mm
16 Pages - 10 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619- 7458-58-9
Publication Date: June 2019

T

he Bunny Chronicles, the origin story, is the first in a series of books following
the international adventures of Bunny and Bearli together with their Mommy and
Poppy, and sometimes with other members of their furry family. Bunny began her life
as a mascot and morphed into the avatar of the author. Bearli, having lived years as a
precious keepsake kept hidden in a box, came to life as Bunny’s husband, the avatar
of the author’s husband. Follow Bunny and Bearli as they animate the life of two
adventurous souls. All dedicated to the author’s nieces living oceans away.
Where will they go now? Stay tuned.

Themes
Travel • Bunny • Friendship • Adventure • Free Time
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About the Writer
David Urion
T. G. Daleur hails from the mystical Celtic land of
dragons, where magical stories and legends have
been passed down from generation to generation to
captivate and enchant readers and listeners of all ages.
He has been teaching English to children and adults for
more than 20 years in countries as diverse as Britain,
Spain, Russia and Poland in a fun, creative way. He is a
published author and poet who collects pens, cheeses
and friends wherever he goes.

About the Illustrator
Geta Belogolovsky
Geta Belogolovsky was born in Volgograd, Russia in
1979. She graduated from the Department of Fine
Arts and Culture in 2002. Geta’s extensive career in
illustrating has shaped her current artworks. She has
more than 50 books in her portfolio. In addition to
works of some famous Russian authors, Geta also
illustrated the books of prominent writers such as
H.C. Andersen and F. E. Burnett. “A Gift For Little
Mouse, the book illustrated by Geta, became a
bestseller in Russia in 2017-2018. In her works, she
tries to preserve the traditions of classical Russian
artists but attempts to apply some new trends as well.
Geta is married and has a son. She is also a passionate
cat lover.
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Literature
Mission Cheese
T. G. Daleur
Illustrated by
Geta Belogolovsky

October
2019

165 x 235 mm - Hardcover
44 Pages - 32 Illustrations
ISBN: 978-619-7458-66-4

U

nlike in the movies where pirates hunt for gold, in this book pirates hunt for cheese.
While reading this story, children will understand that cheese, or rather food, is
more valuable than gold.
While hunting for cheese in all of Europe, pirates learn that the types of cheese may vary
tremendously from country to country.
You may know that coffee, cheese and wine are a very important parts of food culture in
the majority of European countries. Depending on the country, there are different tastes,
preparation methods and ways of eating those products.
This book fuels children’s interest in adventure, pirates and different cultures.

Themes
Pirates • Cities • Cheese • Adventure • Travel • Food Culture
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Teaching Materials
Each book in Dixi has teaching materials related to its topic and story. Teaching
materials are aimed at elevating knowledge from the comprehension level to the
level of practice.
T hey are made up of two parts.
T he first part has questions about the story. T hese questions are aimed at raising
children’s curiosity, drawing their attention to the details of the story and, most
importantly, evoking a feeling of empathy. T he questions will make the readers to
relate to main characters and develop empathy towards them.
T he second part of the teaching materials is an activity pack. Here you can find
activities related to the story. T he activity pack, first of all, is aimed at bringing
children’s thoughts about the story into a real life.
Teachers and parents can access teaching materials for free by scanning a QR
code on the back cover of our books.
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Total 32 pages
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For Foreign Rights Enquiries, Please Contact

FRENCH (incl. Canada) and ITALIAN
Books Agent
Milena Landeche – milena@booksagent.fr

ARABIC
Akdem Agency
Emre Can Petek - emrecan@akdemagency.com

ROMANIAN
Rights Expert
Silviu Sandulescu – silviu.sandulescu@rights—expert.com

ALL OT HER LANGUAGES
Dixi Books Publishing.
Ayse Ozden - ayse@dixibooks.com
Anna Wasen - rights@dixibooks.com
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Hanging Gardens of
Babylon
Julie Anderson
Melissa Salvarani

Dear friends,
How would you like to change your neighbourhood using your own creative ideas?
Would you like to change the street, or the places in your neighbourhood
that you share with others? Do you want to make the streets
where you walk more beautiful? Perhaps meet the people
who help out in your community? Visit the shopkeepers and work with them?
Give your extra belongings to those who need it?

Ralph Weder

Virginia Elena Patrone

Or even wash your cars and
build an urban garden on your street?
If your answer is yes, join us at
the Ecological Community.

ISBN: 978-619-90997-0-4
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Dixi Books Publishing
20-22 Wenlock Road, London,
England, N1 7GU
rights@dixibooks.com
info@dixibooks.com
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www.dixibooks.com
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